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The L09 collection is the first sporty line by Armand Nicolet created in a Limited Edition. Because of its elegance and 
clean lines, this watch is fit for any style and occasion. The whole collection has been produced only in titanium to make 
it very strong and resistant yet keep it light and comfortable. The version in standard titanium features a silvered dial, 
the D.L.C. black treated case displays a black dial and the brand new two-toned version with bezel in 18 Kt rose gold 
5N and black case shows off a beautiful and eye-catching navy blue dial. The sapphire crystal with antiglare treatment 
on both sides, the easy readability in every light condition, the raised indexes and the wise use of Super – Luminova on 
the hands and dial are just some of the characteristics that make this collection very contemporary and stylish. These 
features combined with the vintage movement add that “something” to it that will take this collection far beyond 
simple fashion trends. This Limited Edition of 450 pieces features AN0711A, a wonderful self-winding mechanical 
movement with a melodic sound coming from its beating heart at 18’000 vibrations per hour. This movement has been 
created using original components from 1957 that have been modified and tuned by our manufacturing expertise. We 
have gifted it with the swan neck, integrated it with the shock absorber Incabloc and made many other modifications 
so that this masterpiece could achieve nowadays technical characteristics. The limited amount of watches produced 
relates to the quantity of original components from 1957 still available in our factory.

S619N-BU-G9610
18 Kt rose gold 

& D.L.C. Black Titanium, 
blue dial, black rubber band

T619A-AG-P760NR4
Titanium, 

silvered dial, 
black alligator strap

T619N-NR-G9610
D.L.C. Black Titanium, 

black dial, 
black rubber band

Movement Specifics
Calibre AN0711A made up of 127 components

Diameter 31.5 mm

Thickness 3.95 mm

Jewels number 18

Power reserve 36 hours

Functions Hours, minutes & small seconds

Winding system Self-winding 

Escapement Lever

Hair-Spring Flat

Balance 13.50 mm diameter with balance screws

Vibrations 18.000 vibrations per hour (2,5 Hz)

Adjustment Swan Neck mechanism
Regulated in 5 positions

Finishing Côtes de Genève, Rhodium treated

Shock Absorber Incabloc

Watch specifics
Diameter 44 mm

Thickness From14 mm

Movement Mechanical, self-winding

Calibre AN0711A, basic UT 600 
produced in 1957

Dial Silvered; Blue; Black

Case Titanium
D.L.C. Black Treated Titanium
D.L.C. Black Treated Titanium + 
18 Kt -5 n rose gold bezel

Glass Sapphire crystal with antiglare 
treatment on both sides

Strap Alligator or black rubber band

Buckle Titanium
D.L.C. Black Treated Titanium

Water Resistance 5 ATM


